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FLV Converter for Mac by iSkysoft is a powerful converter for Mac software. You might think what
so superman about it? Well, it can convert FLV files to all popular video formats. It can convert FLV
to all popular audio formats for Mac. FLV converter software supports all sorts of popular video
formats, such as, MPG, MPEG, 3G2, MOV, AVI etc. it is a versatile converter, it also functions as a
Mac FLV editor. This allows the user to trim, crop, merge FLV videos, add watermark, adjust effect
etc. all this, to create personalized videos.

This converter provides settings that almost needs few clicks to finish the whole conversion. There
are a numerous amount of optimized profiles; for iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, etc. Without any further
settings, these optimized profiles can be used with different quality in the FLV converter for Mac.
FLV Converter Mac can also convert FLV to MP3. it also helps you to crop a video to remove the
black video sides. Do u know that with this converter it is now possible to capture pictures from your
own video? Yes it is. By using this software, a user can capture images by clicking the snapshot
button while the movie of the user is still or moving. This converter customizes the video effects, it
helps, set the brightness of the video, the contrast, the saturation and choose to apply special video
effects to your FLV video files.

FLV Converter for Mac can easily handle the process of conversions, from FLV to other video
formats. It also enables you to directly convert FLV to BlackBerry and more hot devices compatible
formats. This converter gives you a broad format support, it easily converts other formats to FLV for
sharing files online. It extracts MP3 audios from FLV files, so a user may easily enjoy the
background music or listen to the whole on a userâ€™s iPod or other MP3 players. It has the feature to
support the conversion of an FLV files directly to game consoles including Sony PSP and more. It
proves to be a great helper to improve a userâ€™s video with some useful edit functions. A user may
apply video effects or attach subtitles as he wishes.

A user must not waste his time and should download or subscribe to this product as it has become
the most popular multimedia format on video sharing webs like; Google videos, YouTube videos,
etc. A user may also be able to learn how to download FLV files online with ease. FLVs, that is,
Flash Videos have been the most popular video format for online delivery. The FLV video converter
for Mac tool supports download of online FLV videos from video-sharing websites such as Google,
Yahoo, YouTube, Break, Metacafe, MySpace, Gofish and convert the downloaded videos to all
popular video formats which is preferred by the user. It can very promptly, automatically detect the
internet video files from the video web pages opened in both Safari and Firefox. It can download
multiple files at a time.
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